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Description

[0001] The invention relates to an abrasive wheel as-
sembly in accordance with the preamble of claim 1 (see
e.g. WO-A-92/00163).
[0002] Abrasive wheels are generally formed by
bonding together abrasive grains or particles with a
bonding material, typically a resin. Such wheels are em-
ployed in grinding operations. For example, "thin"
wheels are used in cutoff and snagging operations and
may be used without external cooling. Thin abrasive
wheels may have no reinforcement or they may be fabric
or filament reinforced. Thin abrasive wheels can have
full or partial (zone) reinforcement.
[0003] Both flat and depressed center abrasive
wheels are available. Flat (Type 1) wheels typically are
held between two flanges of equal size and mounted on
the rotating spindle of a machine.
[0004] Depressed center abrasive wheels are char-
acterized by a displacement of the central portion (or the
hub) of the wheel with respect to the periphery of the
wheel. One face of the wheel has a depressed central
portion, while the other face exhibits a raised center.
Classified as Type 27 or Type 28, these wheels can be
used for cutting or grinding.
[0005] Generally, depressed center wheels are
mounted on angle machines between two flanges: a
rear flange, facing the raised central portion or the raised
hub of the wheel, and a front flange. While the front
flange fits entirely within the depressed center, the back
flange typically covers the raised center and extends be-
yond it onto the flat portion of the wheel.
[0006] Hub assemblies hold the wheel between the
two flanges for mounting it onto the spindle of a grinding
machine. Often, a hub assembly has two parts, each
generally corresponding to the rear and front flange, and
are held together by a threaded nut. In another hub as-
sembly design, the two pieces are bonded to the wheel
by using an epoxy resin. A one-piece hub assembly
which is integrally molded to the wheel has also been
developed. In some cases, the mounting assemblies
are sufficiently inexpensive to allow discarding the
mounting hub along with the worn-out wheel.
[0007] Since abrasive wheels are operated at high ro-
tational speeds and used against hard materials such
as steel and other metals, masonry or concrete, they
must be capable of withstanding these conditions and
of operating safely. Furthermore, since they wear out
and need to be replaced, keeping their.cost of manufac-
turing low is also important. Because maximum stress
occurs at or near the center of the hub, the hub portion
of the wheel usually contains additional reinforcing ma-
terial, typically one or more circles of fiberglass cloth ex-
tending approximately to the juncture of the hub and the
grinding face of the wheel. Typically, about one-third of
the fiberglass cloth is wasted in cutting these circles.
[0008] Therefore, a need exists for safe abrasive
wheel assemblies and for lowering their manufacturing

costs.
[0009] The present invention relates to an abrasive
wheel assembly including a wheel having a rear face
and a front face. The assembly also includes a rear
flange at the rear face of the wheel and a front flange at
the front face of the wheel. Between the front face of the
wheel and the front flange, there is a reinforcement layer
having a shape selected among triangle, pentagon, hex-
agon and octagon. The largest diameter of the reinforce-
ment layer is no greater than 75% of the outer diameter
of the wheel.
[0010] The present invention also relates, in a partic-
ular embodiment, to a depressed center abrasive wheel
assembly. The assembly comprises an abrasive wheel
having two faces. The rear face includes a raised hub
and a flat rear wheel region while the front face includes
a depressed center and a flat front wheel region. The
assembly further comprises a rear flange covering the
raised center and a front flange positioned at the de-
pressed center. Between the front face of the wheel and
the front flange, there is a reinforcement layer having a
shape selected among triangle, pentagon, hexagon and
octagon. The largest diameter of the said reinforcement
layer is no greater than 75% of the outer diameter of the
wheel.
[0011] The present invention, in a particular embodi-
ment, is also related to an abrasive wheel assembly
comprising a flat wheel which is not internally reinforced
and has a rear face and a front face. The assembly also
includes a rear flange at the rear face of the wheel and
a front flange at the front face of the wheel. Between the
front face of the wheel and the front flange, there is a
reinforcement layer having the shape of a triangle, pen-
tagon, hexagon, or octagon. The largest diameter of the
reinforcement layer is no greater than 75% of the. outer
diameter of the wheel. In one embodiment, the wheel is
a flat wheel.
[0012] The present invention is also related, in anoth-
er embodiment, to a reinforced abrasive flat wheel as-
sembly comprising a wheel which is internally reinforced
and has a rear face and a front face. The assembly also
includes a rear flange at the rear face of the wheel and
a front flange at the front face of the wheel. Between the
front face of the wheel and the front flange, there is a
reinforcement layer having the shape of a pentagon,
hexagon or octagon. The largest diameter of the rein-
forcement layer is no greater than 75% of the outer di-
ameter of the wheel.
[0013] More precisely, the present invention relates to
an abrasive wheel assembly, comprising:

(a) an abrasive wheel (10) having a rear face (12),
a front face (20) and an outer wheel diameter;

(b) a front flange (50) at the front face;

(c) a rear flange (40) at the rear face; characterized
in that it also comprises
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(d) a reinforcement layer (14), concentric with the
wheel and between the front flange and the front
face of the wheel, wherein said reinforcement layer
has a shape selected among triangle, pentagon,
hexagon, and octagon and a shape largest diame-
ter, the shape largest diameter being no greater
than about 75% of said outer wheel diameter.

[0014] This invention has several advantages. For ex-
ample, the reinforcement layer provides additional
strength to the wheel assembly. The layer also forms a
pad between the front flange and the depressed center
of the wheel, thereby minimizing any empty space that
might exist between the wheel front face and the front
flange. Since the layer is 75% or less of the outer wheel
diameter, savings in layer materials are obtained. Also,
since the layer is typically cut from cloth, shapes such
as, for example, hexagons provide significant reduc-
tions in the waste of cloth material, thereby significantly
lowering the manufacturing cost of wheel assemblies.

Figure 1 is a plan view of a wheel and a reinforce-
ment layer of one embodiment of the invention.
Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view of a rear flange,
abrasive wheel and front flange of an embodiment
of the invention.
Figure 3 is a cross sectional view of the embodiment
represented in Figure 2 and showing an assembled
wheel arrangement.
Figure 4 is a cross sectional view of one embodi-
ment of the invention.
Figure 5 is a cross sectional view of an unreinforced
flat wheel.
Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view of a zone-rein-
forced wheel.

[0015] The features and other details of the invention,
either as steps of the invention or as combination of
parts of the invention, will now be more particularly de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings.
The same numeral present in different figures repre-
sents the same item. It will be understood that the par-
ticular embodiments of the invention are shown by way
of illustration and not as limitations of the invention. The
principle feature of this invention may be employed in
various embodiments without departing from the scope
of the invention as defined in the claims.
[0016] Figure 1 is a plan view of one embodiment of
the invention. As shown, abrasive wheel 10 includes
front face 20. Abrasive wheel 10 can be of a flat or de-
pressed-center type. Reinforcement layer 14 overlays
front face 20 of abrasive wheel 10. Reinforcement layer
14 is concentric with abrasive wheel 10. Both abrasive
wheel 10 and reinforcement layer 14 have orifice or ar-
bor hole 16 which generally allows mounting abrasive
wheel 10 and reinforcement layer 14 onto the rotating
spindle of a machine.
[0017] Reinforcement layer 14 has the shape of a

hexagon. When cut from a material such as, for exam-
ple, cloth, the hexagonal shape minimizes wasted ma-
terial. Other shapes can also be employed. Among
them, shapes such as triangles also minimize wasted
material when cut from cloth. A hexagonal shape is pre-
ferred.
[0018] Other shapes such as pentagons, octagons,
can be employed. Because a small amount of fabric
waste occurs while cutting shapes such as, for example,
pentagons or octagons, these shapes are less desirable
than the shapes discussed above, but are more desira-
ble than circular shapes.
[0019] The reinforcement layer has a shape largest
diameter and a shape smallest diameter. The largest
shape diameter is the diameter of a circle circumscribing
the polygon, while the smallest diameter is the diameter
of a circle inscribed or circumscribed within the said
shape.
[0020] As seen in Figure 1, reinforcement layer 14 on-
ly partially covers front face 20 of abrasive wheel 10,
and is dimensioned so that its largest diameter is smaller
than outer wheel diameter 18. In one embodiment of the
invention, reinforcement layer 14 has a shape largest
diameter no greater than about 75% of outer wheel di-
ameter 18. In another embodiment, the shape largest
diameter is no greater than about 66% of outer wheel
diameter 18. In yet another embodiment, reinforcement
layer 14 has a shape smallest diameter that is at least
about 50% of outer wheel diameter 18. In still another
embodiment of the invention, the shape smallest diam-
eter is at least about 25% of outer wheel diameter 18.
[0021] Reinforcement layer 14 typically is in the form
of a pad or mat. In one embodiment, reinforcement layer
14 is fabricated from cloth or from other suitable mate-
rials. In a preferred embodiment, reinforcement layer 14
includes fiberglass cloth. One or more reinforcement
layers showing the above listed shapes can be em-
ployed in the abrasive wheel assembly of the invention.
[0022] The reinforcement layer of the invention is ex-
ternal to the body of the wheel and is applied onto front
surface 20 (grinding face surface) of abrasive wheel 10.
If desired, a second reinforcement layer, also external
to the body of the wheel, can be applied between a rear
face of abrasive wheel 10 and a rear flange. This second
reinforcement layer, at the rear face of the wheel, can
be circular or can have one of the shapes discussed
above. It can be of a suitable material, which can be the
same or different from the material used to fabricate re-
inforcement layer 14 between front face 20 of abrasive
wheel 10 and a front flange (not shown).
[0023] Optionally, the body of abrasive wheel 10 itself
can contain one or more discs of fiber reinforcement
which are embedded within the wheel. Herein, such
wheels are referred to as reinforced wheels, internally
reinforced wheels or wheels having internal reinforce-
ment. Methods for incorporating internal reinforcements
within the body of abrasive wheels are known in the art.
For example, embedding cloth discs within the body of
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the wheel is disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 3,838,543, is-
sued on October 1, 1974 to H. G. Lakhani.
[0024] One embodiment of the invention is related to
depressed-center abrasive wheels, which are also
known as raised hub (or raised center) wheels. This em-
bodiment is illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
[0025] Figure 2 is a cross sectional view of an abra-
sive wheel 10, rear flange 40 and front flanges 50. Abra-
sive wheel 12 is a depressed-center abrasive wheel
and, optionally, can be internally reinforced. Abrasive
wheel 10 includes rear face 12 and front face 20. Rear
face 12 includes raised hub 24 and outer flat rear wheel
region 26. Raised hub 24 further includes a raised hub
flat surface 28 and raised hub tapering surface 30 which
tapers outwardly to outer flat rear wheel region 26.
[0026] Front face 20 includes depressed center 32
and outer flat front wheel region 34. Depressed center
32 further includes depressed center flat surface 36 and
a depressed center tapering surface 38 which tapers
outwardly to outer flat front wheel region 34. Typically,
raised hub flat surface 28 is parallel to depressed center
flat surface 36 and raised hub tapering surface 30 is par-
allel to depressed center tapering surface 38.
[0027] Reinforcement layer 14 is at depressed center
32. Reinforcement layer 14 can have any shape as dis-
cussed above. Preferred shapes include, but are not
limited to triangles, pentagons, hexagons and octagons.
In one embodiment of the invention, reinforcement layer
14 is cut from fiberglass cloth material. Optionally, a sec-
ond reinforcement layer (not shown) can be employed
at raised hub 24.
[0028] Rear flange 40 generally conforms to raised
hub 24 and partially extends onto outer flat rear wheel
region 26. Accordingly, rear flange 40 has a recessed
region 42 corresponding to raised hub 24 and is dimen-
sioned to fit over raised hub 24. Recessed region 42 has
first rear flange flat portion 44, designed to fit over raised
hub flat surface 28, and rear flange tapering portion 46,
designed to fit over raised hub tapering surface 30. Rear
flange 40 further includes second rear flange flat portion
48 partially extending onto outer flat rear wheel region
26.
[0029] Front flange 50 includes flat member 52 and
front flange body 54. Front flange 50 fits entirely within
depressed center 32. Front flange body 54 includes
threads 56 for engaging onto a machine rotating spindle
(not shown).
[0030] Figure 3 is a cross sectional view of de-
pressed-center wheel assembly 58 and reinforcement
layer 14, which is positioned between front face 20 of
abrasive wheel 10 and front flange 50.
[0031] Means 60, for holding together rear flange 40,
abrasive wheel 10 and front flange 50 and for mounting
them onto a machine rotating spindle, are known in the
art, such as is described in U.S. Patent No. 3,136,100
issued to Robertson on June 9, 1964.
[0032] It is further understood that rear flange 40 and
front flange 50 can be manufactured in one piece or from

several pieces, as is known in the art. The materials
used to make abrasive wheel 10, rear flange 40 and
front flange 50 are also known in the art.
[0033] For angle grinding and hand-held grinding, de-
pressed-center 32 preferably is entirely covered by re-
inforcement layer 14. In other words, depressed-center
flat surface 36 and depressed-center tapering surface
38 are both covered with reinforcement material. In one
embodiment of the invention, tips of the reinforcement
layer lie on outer flat front wheel region 34. In another
embodiment, reinforcement layer 14 has a shape larg-
est diameter which is 75% or less than the abrasive
wheel 10 diameter. In still another embodiment of the
invention, the shape largest diameter is 66% or less of
the abrasive wheel 10 diameter.
[0034] As discussed above, the reinforcement layer
also has a shape smallest diameter. In one embodiment
of the invention, the shape smallest diameter is more
than 50% of the abrasive wheel 10 diameter. In another
embodiment, the shape smallest dimension is 25% or
more of the abrasive wheel 10 diameter.
[0035] If the abrasive wheel 10 is flat machine-mount-
ed, the dimensions of the reinforcement layer 14 can be
smaller. For example, reinforcement layer 14 can cover
only flat surface 36 of depressed center 32 of a machine-
mounted wheel used for flat grinding. In one embodi-
ment of the invention, reinforcement layer 14 covers
about 5% of the abrasive wheel 10 diameter. In another
embodiment of the invention, reinforcement layer 14
employed in such operations covers about 5% to about
20% of abrasive wheel 10 diameter. In still another em-
bodiment of the invention, reinforcement layer 14 has a
shape smallest diameter between about 5% and about
25% of abrasive wheel 10 diameter.
[0036] Without being held to any particular mechani-
cal explanation of the invention, it is believed that angle
grinding using depressed center wheels creates tan-
gential forces that shift the maximum stress away from
the hub center. In such cases, it is desirable to provide
reinforcement for the entire depressed center. In wheels
in which tangential forces do not shift the maximum
stress away from the center of the wheel, the dimen-
sions of the layer can be further reduced and reinforce-
ment may be provided only near the arbor. As used
herein, the arbor is the central axis of the abrasive wheel
assembly such as, for example, the rotating spindle on
which the abrasive wheel assembly is mounted.
[0037] The invention is also related to hexagonal and
other showing shapes as listed above, reinforcement
layers used between the front face and the front flange
in flat wheel assemblies. Examples of flat wheels in-
clude wheels of Type 1 configuration, such as, for ex-
ample, Gemini® cut-off wheels available from Norton
Company, Worcester, MA. Their size can range, for ex-
ample, from about 0.75 inches to 72 inches in diameter
and they typically are 0.25 inches thick or less.
[0038] Figure 4 is a cross sectional view of flat wheel
assembly 62 and reinforcement layer 14, which is posi-
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tioned between front flange 50 and front face 20 of abra-
sive wheel 10. Optional second reinforcement layer 64
is positioned between rear flange 40 and rear face 12
of abrasive wheel 10. Second reinforcement layer 64
can have a circular or non-circular shape. It can be, for
example, a hexagon or another shape as discussed
above. It can include any suitable reinforcement mate-
rial typically used in conjunction with abrasive wheels,
such as, for example, fiberglass cloth.
[0039] Abrasive wheel 10 can be of the unreinforced
kind, having no internal reinforcement. Figure 5 is a
cross sectional view of unreinforced flat abrasive wheel
10. The body of unreinforced wheel 10 is fabricated by
methods and from materials known to those skilled in
the art.
[0040] Alternatively, wheel 10 can be reinforced. Re-
inforced wheels can have (internal) fiber (cloth or orient-
ed fiber) reinforcement throughout the full wheel diam-
eter, plus partial (hub) reinforcement. Another flat wheel
is known as Type W. It is "zone reinforced" with (internal)
fiber reinforcement around the arbor hole and flange-
areas of the wheel (about 50% of wheel diameter). Fig-
ure 6 is a cross sectional view of zone reinforced wheel
10 having one internal reinforcement disc 64 around ar-
bor hole 16.
[0041] In one embodiment of the invention, flat wheel
assembly 62 includes abrasive wheel 10 which has no
internal reinforcement. Reinforcement layer 14 can be
a triangle, pentagon, hexagon or octagon. In a preferred
embodiment, reinforcement layer 14 includes fiberglass
cloth. Preferably, reinforcement layer 14 has a shape
largest diameter no greater than about 75% of the abra-
sive wheel diameter. In one embodiment, the shape
largest diameter is no greater than about 66% of the
abrasive wheel diameter. In another embodiment of the
invention, the shape smallest diameter is at least about
50% of the abrasive wheel diameter. In still another em-
bodiment of the invention the shape smallest diameter
is about 25% or more of said outer wheel diameter.
[0042] The invention is also related to reinforced abra-
sive flat wheel assemblies. In this embodiment flat
wheel assembly 62 includes flat reinforced abrasive
wheel 10 which has internal reinforcement. Flat wheel
assembly 62 includes reinforcement layer 14 between
front face 20 of abrasive wheel 10 and front flange 50.
In one embodiment reinforcement layer 14 has a hex-
agonal shape and a hexagon largest diameter no great-
er than about 75% of the abrasive wheel diameter. In
yet another embodiment, the largest diameter of rein-
forcement layer 14 is no greater than about 66% of the
abrasive wheel diameter. Reinforcement layer 14 also
has a hexagon smallest diameter. In one embodiment
of the invention, the smallest diameter of hexagonal re-
inforcement layer 14 is at least about 50% of the abra-
sive wheel diameter. In another embodiment of the in-
vention, the smallest diameter is at least 25% of the
abrasive wheel diameter. Preferably, the reinforcement
layer includes fiberglass cloth material.

[0043] Alternatively, reinforcement layer 14, posi-
tioned between front face 20 of flat reinforced abrasive
wheel 10 and front flange 50, can have a pentagonal or
octagonal shape. Preferably, the pentagon or octagon
largest diameter is no greater than about 75% of the
abrasive wheel diameter.
[0044] The invention is further described through the
following example which is provided for illustiative pur-
poses and is not intended to be limiting.

EXEMPLIFICATION

[0045] A Type 27, Norzon® abrasive grain, resin
bonded, thin abrasive grinding wheel, of dimensions
180 mm (diameter), 7 mm (thickness) and 2.22 mm
(hole diameter) was used. The performance of the
wheel employing a round fiberglass cloth reinforcement
layer of 125 mm in diameter was compared with the per-
formance of the wheel employing a hexagonal fiber-
glass cloth reinforcement layer of 125 mm diagonal
length. The bursting speed obtained with the round re-
inforcement layer was between 160 meter/second and
168 meter/second, with an average of 164 meter/sec-
ond.
[0046] The bursting speed obtained with the hexago-
nal reinforcement layer was between 157 meter/second
and 166 meter/second with an average of 162 meter/
second.
[0047] The results indicate that the hexagonal rein-
forcement layer compares well with a circular reinforce-
ment layer and performs within bursting speed industry
standards which, for this type of wheel are set at around
153 meter/second.
[0048] Those skilled in the art will recognize, or be
able to ascertain using no more than routine experimen-
tation, many equivalents to the specific embodiments of
the invention described specifically herein. Such equiv-
alents are intended to be encompassed in the scope of
the following claims.

Claims

1. An abrasive wheel assembly, comprising:

(a) an abrasive wheel (10) having a rear face
(12), a front face (20) and an outer wheel diam-
eter;

(b) a front flange (50) at the front face;

(c) a rear flange (40) at the rear face; charac-
terized in that it also comprises

(d) a reinforcement layer (14), concentric with
the wheel and between the front flange and the
front face of the wheel, wherein said reinforce-
ment layer has a shape selected among trian-
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gle, pentagon, hexagon, and octagon and a
shape largest diameter, the shape largest di-
ameter being no greater than about 75% of said
outer wheel diameter.

2. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 1,
which is a depressed center abrasive wheel assem-
bly, wherein:

said rear face (12) includes a raised hub (24)
and a flat rear wheel region (26); said front face
(20) includes a depressed center (32) and a flat
front wheel region (34);

said front flange (50) is at said depressed cent-
er;

said rear flange (40) at the rear face of the
wheel includes a recessed region at the raised
hub; and

said reinforcement layer (14), covers the de-
pressed center (32) of the wheel.

3. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 1,
characterized in that it is a flat abrasive wheel (10)
which is not internally reinforced.

4. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 1 or
2, characterized in that the shape largest diameter
is no greater than about 66% of said outer wheel
diameter.

5. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 1 or
2, characterized in that the shape has a smallest
diameter of at least about 50% of said outer wheel
diameter.

6. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 1 or
2, characterized in that the shape has a smallest
diameter of at least about 25% of said outer wheel
diameter.

7. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 1 or
2, characterized in that the reinforcement layer in-
cludes fiberglass cloth.

8. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 2,
characterized in that the depressed center rein-
forced wheel assembly is flat machine mounted and
in that the shape has a smaller diameter between
about 5% and 25% of said outer wheel diameter.

9. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 2,
characterized in that the wheel includes internal
reinforcement (64).

10. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 2,

characterized in that it further comprises a second
reinforcement layer between the rear flange and the
rear face of the wheel.

11. Abrasive wheel assembly according to Claim 2,
characterized in that the abrasive wheel is unre-
inforced.

Patentansprüche

1. Eine Schleifscheibenanordnung, umfassend

(a) eine Schleifscheibe (10), die eine Rückseite
(12), eine Vorderseite (20) und einen äußeren
Scheibendurchmesser aufweist;
(b) einen Vorderseitenflansch (50) auf der Vor-
derseite;
(c) einen Rückseitenflansch (40) auf der Rück-
seite; dadurch gekennzeichnet dass sie
ebenfalls
(d) eine Verstärkungsschicht (14) umfasst, die
konzentrisch mit der Scheibe ist und zwischen
dem Vorderseitenflansch und dem Rückseiten-
flansch der Scheibe angeordnet ist, wobei die
genannte Verstärkungsschicht eine dreieckige,
fünfeckige, sechseckige oder achteckige Form
aufweist und diese Form einen größten Durch-
messer hat, der nicht größer als ca. 75 % des
genannten äußeren Scheibendurchmessers
ist.

2. Schleifscheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch 1,
welche eine Schleifscheibenvorrichtung mit einem
vertieften Zentrum ist, wobei:

besagte Rückseite (12) eine erhöhte Nabe (24)
und eine flache Region (26) auf der Scheiben-
rückseite beinhaltet; besagte Vorderseite (20)
ein vertieftes Zentrum (32) und eine flache Re-
gion (34) auf der Scheibenvorderseite beinhal-
tet;
der genannte Vorderseitenflansch (50) sich bei
besagtem vertieften Zentrum befindet;
der besagte Rückseitenflansch (40) auf der
Scheibenrückseite eine eingelassene Region
bei der erhöhten Nabe beinhaltet und
besagte Verstärkungsschicht (14) das vertiefte
Zentrum (32) der Scheibe abdeckt.

3. Eine Schleifscheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch
1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es sich um eine
flache Schleifscheibe (10) handelt, die nicht inner-
lich verstärkt ist

4. Schleifscheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch 1
oder 2,
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dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der größte Durch-
messer der Form nicht größer als ca. 66 % des ge-
nannten äußeren Scheibendurchmessers ist.

5. Schleifscheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch 1
oder 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Form einen
kleinsten Durchmesser von mindestens ca. 50 %
des genannten äußeren Scheibendurchmessers
aufweist.

6. Schleifscheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch 1
oder 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Form einen
kleinsten Durchmesser von mindestens ca. 25 %
des genannten äußeren Schleifscheibendurchmes-
sers aufweist.

7. Scheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Verstärkungs-
schicht ein Fiberglasgewebe beinhaltet.

8. Schleifscheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die verstärkte
Scheibenanordnung mit einem vertieften Zentrum
flach auf die Maschine montierbar ist und dass die
Form einen kleinsten Durchmesser von zwischen
ca. 5 % und 25 % des genannten äußeren Schei-
bendurchmessers aufweist.

9. Schleifscheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Scheibe eine
innerlich Verstärkung (64) beinhaltet.

10. Schleifscheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sie zusätzliche ei-
ne zweite Verstärkungsschicht zwischen dem
Rückseitenflansch und der Scheibenrückseite der
Scheibe umfasst.

11. Schleifscheibenanordnung gemäß Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Schleifschei-
be nicht verstärkt ist.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de meule abrasive, comprenant :

(a) une meule abrasive (10) ayant une face ar-
rière (12), une face avant (20) et un diamètre
extérieur de meule .
(b) un flasque avant (50) sur la face avant ;
(c) un flasque arrière (40) sur la face arrière ;
caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend également
(d) une couche de renfort (14), concentrique à
la meule et entre le flasque avant et la face
avant de la meule, où ladite couche de renfort

a une forme choisie entre le triangle, le penta-
gone, l'hexagone et l'octogone et un diamètre
plus grand que la forme, le diamètre le plus
grand de la forme n'étant pas supérieur à envi-
ron 75 % dudit diamètre extérieur de meule.

2. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
1, qui est un ensemble de meule abrasive à partie
centrale déportée, caractérisé en ce que :

ladite face arrière (12) comprennent un moyeu
surélevé (24) et une zone de meule arrière pla-
te (26), ladite face avant (20) comprend une
partie centrale déportée (32) et une zone de
meule avant plate (34) ;
ledit flasque avant (50) est à ladite partie cen-
trale déportée ;
ledit flasque arrière (40) à la face arrière de la
meule comporte une zone évidée au moyeu
surélevé ; et
ladite couche de renfort (14) couvre la partie
centrale déportée (32) de la meule.

3. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
1, caractérisé en ce qu'il s'agit d'une meule abra-
sive plane (10) qui n'est pas renforcée intérieure-
ment.

4. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que le diamètre le plus
grand de la forme n'est pas supérieur à environ 66
% dudit diamètre extérieur de la meule.

5. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que la forme a un diamè-
tre le plus petit d'au moins environ 50 % dudit dia-
mètre extérieur de la meule.

6. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que la forme a un diamè-
tre le plus petit d'au moins environ 25 % dudit dia-
mètre extérieur de la meule.

7. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que la couche de renfort
comporte de la toile de fibre de verre.

8. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
2, caractérisé en ce que l'ensemble de meule ren-
forcé à partie centrale déportée est monté sur ma-
chine et en ce que la forme a un diamètre plus petit
entre environ 5 % et 25 % dudit diamètre extérieur
de la meule.

9. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
2, caractérisé en ce que la meule comporte un ren-
fort intérieur (64).
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10. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
2, caractérisé en ce qu'elle comprend de plus une
seconde couche de renfort entre le flasque arrière
et la face arrière de la meule.

11. Ensemble de meule abrasive selon la revendication
2, caractérisé en ce que la meule abrasive n'est
pas renforcée.
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